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I. INTRODUCTION

1. This is an action seeking declaratory and injunctive relief in which Plaintiffs challenge the

legality of continued authorization of livestock grazing by Defendant United States Forest

Service ("Defendant") on certain grazing allotments ("allotments") on the Coronado,

Coconino, and Tonto National Forests in the State of Arizona.  These allotments are listed

in Exhibit 1 attached hereto and incorporated by reference into this complaint.
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2. This action arises under and alleges violations of the Endangered Species Act ("ESA") at

title 16 of the United States Code, section 1531 (16 U.S.C. § 1531), et seq., and the

Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) at 5 U.S.C. § 551 et seq.

3.  Plaintiffs allege that the Defendant has failed to comply with mandatory terms and

conditions of certain Incidental Take Statements (“ITSs”) issued by the United States Fish

and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) with respect to the impacts of livestock grazing on the

following four federally-listed threatened or endangered species: GILA TOPMINNOW,

LESSER LONG NOSED BAT, LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE, and

RAZORBACK SUCKER.  The subject terms and conditions were issued pursuant to the

ESA at 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4)(iv).

4.  Plaintiffs allege further that Defendant has failed to re-initiate consultation with the FWS,

in violation of the ESA at 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2), and its implementing regulations at 50

C.F.R. § 402.16, which require Defendant to ensure that the effects of livestock grazing

on the allotments under Defendant’s control do not result in unauthorized incidental take

of the said species, and which require Defendant to re-initiate consultation with FWS in

the event that the authorized level of incidental take is exceeded..

5. Plaintiffs allege further that Defendant has failed to comply with certain mitigation

commitments which were presented to the FWS, in the context of the Section 7

consultation process leading to the issuance of the Coronado BO, as integral components

of the proposed action.  FWS’ “no jeopardy” determinations for the endangered CACTUS

FERRUGINOUS PYGMY OWL and HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL were predicated
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on the inclusion of the proposed mitigation measures.  The Defendant’s failure to

implement those measures alters the proposed actions in a manner which undermines the

validity of the “no jeopardy” findings and requires re-initiation of consultation with the

FWS.

6.  Plaintiffs allege further that to the extent the Defendant’s actions authorizing,

implementing, managing, permitting, and directing the identified grazing allotments is

resulting in an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources prior to completion

of the consultations required by ESA, the Defendant is violating the ESA at 16 U.S.C. §

1536(d).

7.  The Defendant’s failure to comply with the mandatory terms and conditions of the subject

incidental take statements, failure to comply with other required mitigation commitments,

failure to re-initiate consultation with FWS based on these violations of the fundamental

underpinnings of the FWS’s ESA analysis of the Defendant’s grazing practices, and any

continued actions which are resulting in an irreversible or irretrievable commitment of

resources before completing the required consultations with the FWS, are arbitrary,

capricious, and not in accordance with procedures required by law, in violation of the

APA at 5 U.S.C. § 706.

8.  For these violations of the ESA and the APA, Plaintiffs seek an order compelling the

Defendant to re-initiate consultation with the FWS regarding the effects of grazing on the

identified allotments.
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9.  Plaintiffs further seek an order enjoining Defendant from permitting any livestock grazing

activities on these allotments unless and until the Defendant complies with its statutory

obligation to re-initiate consultation with the FWS, and thereafter, to the extent that such

activities are causing, or will cause, irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources

that would have the effect of “foreclosing the formulation or implementation of any

reasonable and prudent alternatives measures” which would not violate the Act.  Such

relief is necessary to prevent any further illegal agency action, and to forestall irreparable

injury to protected species and Plaintiffs' interests.

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

10.  This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (federal

question), § 2201 (declaratory relief), and § 2202 (injunctive relief), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1540(c)

and (g) (action arising under the ESA and citizen suit provision), and 5 U.S.C. § 702

(Administrative Procedures Act).  To the extent required by the citizen suit provision of

the ESA at 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g), Plaintiffs informed the Defendant of the claims in this

suit over sixty days ago.  The Defendant has neither answered nor remedied the alleged

violations.  Therefore, an actual controversy exists between the parties within the meaning

of 28 U.S.C. § 2201.

11.  Venue is properly vested in this Court pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(3)(A), because a

substantial portion of the violations occur in this district, and 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e),

because a substantial part of the events and omissions giving rise to Plaintiff’s claims occur

in this judicial district.  Defendant, the United States Forest Service, maintains several
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offices in this district and Plaintiff Center for Biological Diversity maintains an office in

this district.

12. Plaintiff CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY (“CBD”) is a non-profit corporation

dedicated to the preservation, protection, and restoration of biological diversity, native

species, ecosystems, and public lands.  CBD has over 6,000 members, many of whom

reside in Arizona and New Mexico.  CBD maintains offices in Tucson and Phoenix,

Arizona, Silver City, New Mexico, in San Diego and Berkeley, California, and in Shaw

Island, Washington.  CBD’s members and staff regularly use lands and waters throughout

Arizona including lands on the allotments identified in this Complaint, for observation,

research, aesthetic enjoyment, and other recreational, scientific, and educational activities. 

CBD’s members and staff have researched, studied, observed, and sought protection for

many federally listed threatened and endangered species that live on or use the National

Forests at issue in this lawsuit.  CBD submitted the original petitions to list the species

named in this Complaint under the Endangered Species Act and/or has filed and pursued

administrative appeals and litigation to secure these species’ protection under the ESA.

CBD’s members and staff derive scientific, recreational, conservation, and aesthetic

benefits from these rare species’ existence in the wild.  CBD brings this action on behalf of

itself and its adversely affected members.

13. Plaintiff FOREST GUARDIANS ("FG") is a non-profit conservation group dedicated to

conservation of biodiversity on public lands throughout the Southwest.  FG has over

2,000 members, many of whom reside in Arizona and New Mexico.  FG maintains an

office in Santa Fe New Mexico.  FG's members and staff members and staff regularly use
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lands and waters throughout Arizona including lands on the allotments identified in this

Complaint, for observation, research, aesthetic enjoyment, and other recreational,

scientific, and educational activities.  FG's members and staff have researched, studied,

observed, and sought protection for many federally listed threatened and endangered

species that live on or use these allotments.  FG’s members and staff derive scientific,

recreational, conservation, and aesthetic benefits from these rare species’ existence in the

wild.  FG brings this action on behalf of itself and its adversely affected members.

14. Plaintiffs' members and staff rely on the Defendant to comply fully with all provisions of

the ESA, including the Section 7 consultation requirements, which assure that federal

agencies incorporate protections for threatened and endangered species into project

planning, design, and implementation.  Plaintiffs' members and staff spend time in areas

adversely affected by the Defendant’s failure to re-initiate consultation on whether

livestock grazing on the identified allotments is jeopardizing the continued survival of the

named species or exceeding the authorized level of incidental take in light of Defendant’s

failure to comply with the mandatory terms and conditions of the ITSs and other

mitigation measures identified at the conclusion of prior Section 7 consultations. 

Plaintiffs' members and staff have been, are being, and unless the relief requested is

granted, will continue to be adversely affected and injured by the Defendant’s failure to

comply with the terms and conditions that keep incidental take of four of the named

species within authorized limits, and failure to comply with mitigation measures which

were deemed integral components of the proposed actions found not jeopardize the two

remaining species named in this Complaint.
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15. Plaintiffs' members and staff have also suffered harm to their conservation, recreational,

scientific, and aesthetic interests, as a result of the Defendant’s failure to re-initiate

consultation with FWS as mandated by Section 7 of the ESA.  Plaintiffs' members and

staff rely on the Section 7 consultation process established by Congress to protect

threatened and endangered species, and their designated critical habitat, from injuries

inflicted by livestock grazing permitted by the Defendant on allotments under that

agency’s supervision.  The consultation process provides agency decision-makers,

Plaintiffs, and the public with essential information regarding the effects of such actions on

threatened and endangered species.  Plaintiffs are being denied that essential information

and the benefits of the ESA’s Section 7 consultation provision.

16. The ITSs, and accompanying terms and conditions, issued at the conclusion of the

consultation process are designed to insure that the authorized level of incidental take is

mitigated to the degree determined necessary to allow such incidental take to occur, and

to insure that the authorized level of take is not exceeded.  The Defendant's failure to

comply with the mandatory terms and conditions currently regulating the agency’s

activities, as well as other required mitigation measures relied upon by FWS in issuing “no

jeopardy” Biological Opinions for the proposed actions, largely through the agency’s

failure to monitor its activities, failure to collect adequate information, and failure to

develop and implement measures to insure appropriate livestock utilization levels on the

identified allotments, gives rise to a duty to re-initiate consultation with the FWS. 

Continued livestock grazing without adhering to the mandatory terms and conditions in

the relevant Biological Opinions is likely to lead to further harmful environmental impacts
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that could be mitigated or avoided if consultation as required by the ESA were carried

out.  Plaintiffs have no other adequate remedy at law than to seek satisfaction through this

Court.

17. Defendant UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE (USFS) is an agency of the United

States Department of Agriculture and the government of the United States.  It is charged

with the management of the National Forests, including the Coconino, Coronado and

Tonto National Forests within which the livestock grazing at issue is taking place.  The

Defendant has legal responsibility for ensuring that its actions comply with the ESA,

including the mandatory requirement for consultation and re-initiation of consultation with

the FWS.

IV. FACTS

(The Endangered Species Act)

18.  The Endangered Species Act, codified at 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et.seq. was enacted, in part, to

provide a "means whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened

species depend may be conserved...[and] a program for the conservation of such

endangered species and threatened species..." 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b).

19.  In order to fulfill these purposes, Federal agencies are required to consult with the FWS to

"insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency . . . is not likely

to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species" 16

U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2)("Section 7 consultation").
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20.  Section 7 consultation is required for "any action [that] may affect listed species or critical

habitat." 50 C.F.R. § 402.14.  An agency "action" is defined in the ESA's implementing

regulations to include “(c) the granting of licenses, contracts, leases, easements, rights-of-

way, permits, or grants-in-aid; or (d) actions directly or indirectly causing modifications to

the land, water, or air." 50 C.F.R. § 402.02.

21.  At the completion of the Section 7 consultation process FWS issues a Biological Opinion

(BO) that determines if the agency action is likely to jeopardize the species’ continued

survival.  If so, the opinion may specify “Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives” designed

to avoid jeopardy while allowing the agency to proceed with the action. 16 U.S.C. §

1536(b).

22. Section 9 of the ESA prohibits the “taking” of any endangered species. 16 U.S.C. §

1538(a)(1)B).  FWS has issued regulations which extend this prohibition to threatened

species as well. 50 C.F.R. § 17.31(a).  “Take” is defined in the ESA to mean to “harass,

harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, would, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in

such conduct.”  16 U.S.C. § 1532(19).  The term “harm” has been further defined to

include “significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or injures

wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding

or sheltering.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3.  “Harassing” a threatened or endangered species is an act

which “creates a likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to

significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns ....” Id.
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23.  If the FWS determines that a taking of listed species may occur incidental to the agency's

action, but that such taking would not result in jeopardy to the species and so violate

subsection (a)(2), the ESA requires that the FWS provide the agency “with a written

statement that- (i) specifies the impact of such incidental taking on the species, (ii)

specifies those reasonable and prudent measures that the Secretary considers necessary or

appropriate to minimize such impact,”  and “(iv) sets forth terms and conditions (including

but not limited to reporting requirements) that must be complied with by the Federal

Agency... to implement the measures specified under clauses (ii).” 16 U.S.C. § 1536 (b)(4)

(emphasis added).  When the FWS issued an incidental take statement any “take” that falls

within the terms and conditions set forth in the ITS is exempted from the prohibitions of

Section 9. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(o)(2).

24.  An agency “shall” reinitiate formal consultation with FWS “(a) If the amount or extent of

taking specified in the incidental take statement is exceeded; (b) If new information reveals

effects of the action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an

extent not previously considered; (c) If the identified action is subsequently modified in a

manner that causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered

in the biological opinion....” 50 C.F.R. §§ 402.16(a)(b)&(c)

25.  Section 7(d) of the ESA, at 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d), provides that pending completion of

formal consultation with the FWS the action agency “shall not make any irreversible or

irretrievable commitment of resources with respect to the agency action which has the

effect of foreclosing the formulation or implementation of any reasonable and prudent
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alternative measures which would not violate subsection (a)(2) of this section.”  The intent

of Section 7(d) is to avoid harm to affected species pending the completion of interagency

consultation.

26. The authorizing, implementing, managing, permitting and directing of livestock grazing on

the specific allotments on National Forests is an agency action as defined in 50 C.F.R. §

402.02.

(Background)

27.  In 1999, three Biological Opinions were issued by the FWS with respect to impacts of

ongoing livestock grazing on the Coconino, Coronado and Tonto National Forests.  In

these Biological Opinions the FWS recognized that livestock grazing on allotments within

those National Forests was likely to result in a taking of four of the threatened and

endangered species identified in this Complaint (GILA TOPMINNOW, LESSER LONG

NOSED BAT, LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE, and RAZORBACK

SUCKER).  In the statements authorizing incidental take of these species, FWS set forth

certain mandatory terms and conditions as the means of implementing certain reasonable

and prudent measures that would keep incidental take of the affected species within the

permitted levels.  These biological opinions are:

(1) "Biological Opinion for Southwest Region U.S. Forest Service. Ongoing Livestock

Grazing Activities on allotments" dated 3-2-1999 (hereafter “Region 3 BO”);

(2) "Biological Opinion Ongoing and Long-Term Grazing on the Coronado National
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Forest" dated 7-29-99 (AESO-SE 2-21-98-f-399) (hereafter “Coronado BO”); and

(3) "Grazing permit reauthorization on 7 allotments" dated 7-20-99 (AESO-SE 2-22-99-

F-016) (hereafter “7 Allotment BO”.)

28. While FWS did not conclude in the Coronado BO that the proposed action would result in

incidental take of the CACTUS FERRUGINOUS PYGMY OWL or HUACHUCA

WATER UMBEL, and therefore did not issue an ITS for either of those two species, the

FWS did predicate its finding that the proposed action would not jeopardize these two

species on the inclusion of certain mitigation measures in the Defendant’s description of

the proposed action.

29. The final rules listing the above named species, the recovery plans of these species,

scientific studies, and the cited Biological Opinions have identified livestock grazing as a

principal cause of the species’ imperilment and as a threat to the species’ continued

existence, survival, or recovery.

30.  To determine if the Defendant had in fact complied with the incidental take statements’

mandatory terms and conditions and other required mitigation measures, Plaintiffs made

several requests under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. § 552) for specific

documents and reports which would show that the Defendant had or had not so complied.

31.  Analysis of the documents provided by Defendant, and in great part the significant absence

of responsive documents, convinced Plaintiffs that Defendant had failed to comply with

said terms and conditions with the following particulars:
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(The Gila Topminnow)

32.  The GILA TOPMINNOW is a subspecies of topminnow fish endemic to the Gila River

and Colorado River basins.  It is now reduced to only 18 localities. Region 3 BO at 13. 

The Gila Topminnow was listed as endangered in 1967 but no critical habitat was

designated.  Livestock grazing threatens this fish by habitat degradation through erosion

and arroyo formation and loss of functioning streamside or "riparian" communities.

33.  For the CRITTENDEN and SAN RAPHAEL allotments of the Coronado National Forest

(Coronado NF), the FWS determined that “Take will be considered to have been exceeded

if...the proposed 45 percent utilization levels are exceeded by more than five percent (i.e.,

50 percent utilization) at any time.” Coronado BO at 284.  As of December 21, 2000, in

response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests, no records of utilization monitoring were produced

by Coronado NF for these two allotments.  In the 1999 Range Management report to

FWS neither of these allotments were listed under “Range Monitoring.”  Annual

monitoring of forage utilization is required by the FWS. Id. at 289. In response to a June,

2001 FOIA request from Plaintiffs, despite a reference to certain monitoring performed by

the permittee(*true?) of the CRITTENDEN allotment, Defendant cited no monitoring

efforts of its own.

34.  Documents received in response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA inquiries show that in 1999, utilization

exceeded 60% on the Coronado’s PAPAGO allotment, thereby exceeding the permitted

level of take.
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35.  For the PAPAGO and CRITTENDEN allotments of the Coronado NF, the FWS also

determined that "Take will be considered to have been exceeded if...livestock grazing

occurs within an exclosure at a level resulting in more than five percent utilization of

woody riparian species... and trampling, chiseling, or other physical impacts by livestock

on more than 10 percent of the alterable streambanks by length." Coronado BO at 284.  In

the 1999 Range Management report to FWS the PAPAGO allotment was not listed under

"Exclosures," indicating that no monitoring of exclosures had taken place.  In addition,

other 1999 Coronado NF records for the CRITTENDEN allotment show that cattle had

entered an exclosure and caused significant damage to stream banks, thereby exceeding

permitted level of take.

36.  The failure to monitor forage utilization on the CRITTENDEN and SAN RAPHAEL

allotments, failure to monitor exclosures on the PAPAGO allotment, excess forage

utilization on the PAPAGO allotment, and damage to riparian areas inside an exclosure on

the CRITTENDEN allotment are all actions that violate terms and conditions of the

incidental take permit for GILA TOPMINNOW.  Re-initiation of formal consultation on

impacts to GILA TOPMINNOW of livestock grazing on these allotments is therefore

required under the ESA and its implementing regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16. 

(The Lesser Long Nosed Bat)

37.  The LESSER LONG-NOSED BAT is native to Mexico, southern Arizona and New

Mexico.  The Lesser Long-Nosed Bat was listed as endangered in 1988.  Grazing destroys
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or reduces survival and recruitment of the plant species that are the principal sources of

nectar used by the bat.  Agaves of three species and saguaros are all used as food sources

and all are impacted by livestock through "trampling of young agaves and cacti, soil

compaction, erosion, alteration of the plant community species composition and

abundance, and changes in the natural fire regime." Coronado BO at p. 124.  Cattle also

consume the flower stalks and clusters of agave plants, thus directly removing the nectar

source that the Lesser Long-Nosed Bat relies upon for sustenance.

38.  In the biological opinion issued for livestock grazing on the BEAR VALLEY allotment in

1999 (Region 3 BO), FWS required the Coronado NF to determine livestock capacity of

the allotment by Sept. 30, 2000 as a mandatory condition to implement reasonable and

prudent measure no. 1, ("Actions will be taken to improve ecological conditions...").

Region 3 BO at 48.  In response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests Defendant has produced no

documentation of this required determination.

39. In the Region 3 BO, FWS also imposed a deadline of April 15, 1999 for the Coronado NF

to either (a) determine the abundance and distribution of food plants for the bat, locate

high density sites and protect these sites from livestock on the BEAR VALLEY allotment

or (b) conduct a landscape level analysis of food plants and a monitoring research plan. 

These mandatory conditions were intended to implement reasonable and prudent measure

no. 2, ("Livestock grazing does not contribute to limiting the food resources..."). Region 3

BO at 48-49.  In response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests Defendant has produced no

documentation of this required determination or action.
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40.  In the biological opinion issued for livestock grazing on the DRAGOON and PARADISE

allotments in 1999 (7 Allotment BO), FWS required, as a mandatory condition to

implement reasonable and prudent measure no. 1, ("Actions will be taken to improve

ecological conditions..."), that the Coronado NF determine livestock capacity of the

allotments by April 15, 2000. Region 3 BO at 48.  In response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests

Defendant has produced no documentation of this required determination.

41. In the 7 Allotment BO, FWS also imposed a deadline of April 15, 2000 for the Coronado

NF to either (a) determine the abundance and distribution of food plants for the bat, locate

high density sites and protect these sites from livestock on the DRAGOON and

PARADISE allotments or (b) conduct a landscape level analysis of food plants and a

monitoring research plan.  These mandatory conditions were intended to implement

reasonable and prudent measure no. 2, ("Livestock grazing shall not contribute to limiting

the food resources...") 7 Allotment BO at 36-37.  In response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests

Defendant has produced no documentation of this required determination or action.

42.  Failure to produce required reports to FWS for the BEAR VALLEY, DRAGOON and

PARADISE allotments violates terms and conditions of the incidental take permit for the

LESSER LONG-NOSED BAT, and re-initiation of formal consultation over impacts to

this species by livestock grazing on the BEAR VALLEY, DRAGOON and PARADISE

allotments is therefore required under the ESA and its implementing regulations. 50

C.F.R. § 402.16.
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43.  In the biological opinion issued for livestock grazing on the Coronado National Forest in

1999 (Coronado BO), FWS stated that “lesser long-nosed bats could be taken because of

the proposed [grazing] action ... if the following surrogate conditions are met: 1. The

Coronado NF does not implement the action as proposed regarding maximum utilization

limits for allotments within the Chiricahua, Huachuca or Santa Rita EMA’s.  This

condition is considered to be met if utilization levels (measured at key areas) are exceeded

(at any level) for any pasture more than three times on one allotment within three years, or

if at any time utilization levels (measured at key areas) are exceeded by 20 percent in any

pasture.” Coronado BO at 146.  The maximum allowable forage utilization for the

HORSESHOE, ALISOS-SIERRA TORDILLA, LYLE CANYON, LONE MOUNTAIN-

PARKER CANYON, LOWER RUCKER CANYON, and SANTA CRUZ allotments is

45%. Coronado BO at 9, 11, 31, 39, 43, 80.  Utilization records for the year 1999 for the

above allotments, show that forage utilization levels were exceeded by 20 percent.  The

1999 report by the Coronado NF to FWS admits that grazing use exceeded allowable use

on the HORSESHOE, ALISOS-SIERRA TORDILLA, LONE MOUNTAIN-PARKER

CANYON, and SANTA CRUZ allotments.  Excess utilization on these allotments violates

the terms and conditions accompanying the incidental take statement for the Lesser Long-

Nosed Bat, and re-initiation of formal consultation over impacts to this species by

livestock grazing on these allotments is therefore required pursuant to the ESA and its

implementing regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16.

44. For the DEER CREEK allotment on the Galiuro EMA of the Coronado NF, the action

analyzed for impacts to the LESSER LONG NOSED BAT entailed a maximum forage
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utilization limit of 50%. Coronado BO at 50.  However, utilization records for the year

1999 for this allotment show that forage utilization levels were exceeded by 20%, and the

1999 report by the Coronado NF to FWS admitted that grazing use exceeded allowable

use on this allotment.  An allotment inspection dated October 17, 2000 found 70% forage

utilization in the lower home North pasture of the DEER CREEK allotment.  Chronic

excess utilization on the DEER CREEK allotment exceeds the scope of the action as

analyzed for ESA compliance in the Coronado BO.  Under these circumstances, re-

initiation of consultation over the impacts of livestock grazing on the DEER CREEK

allotment on the LESSER LONG NOSED BAT is required pursuant to the ESA and its

implementing regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16.

45.  FWS concluded that because “[n]o allotments receive greater than 45 percent utilization”

in the Santa Catalina EMA, “the proposed action is not expected to negatively affect

survivorship of lesser long-nosed bats.” Coronado BO at 142.  In 1999, utilization records

show that grazing resulted in 70% utilization on the RINCON-AGUA VERDE allotment,

80% on the SAMANIEGO allotment and 50% on the BELLOTA allotment.  Year 2000

records show that grazing resulted in 65% utilization on the BELLOTA allotment.  A

range report dated May-June 2001 records trespass cattle and excess utilization in of

60-70%.  Another report dated June 4, 2001 reports trespass cattle in another pasture of

the same allotment.  These three allotments are all in the Santa Catalina EMA.  Excess

utilization on the RINCON-AGUA VERDE, SAMANIEGO and BELLOTA allotments,

in violation of the express mandatory terms and conditions accompanying the applicable

ITS, presents new information concerning the effects of the action which is likely to result
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in the agency exceeding the amount of authorized incidental take of the LESSER LONG

NOSED BAT.  Under these circumstances, Defendant has a duty to re-initiate formal

consultation with FWS for these allotment pursuant to ESA and its implementing

regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16.

46.  FWS further required that "The Coronado shall monitor grazing activities and incidental

take resulting from the proposed action and report to the Service the findings of that

monitoring" as reasonable and prudent measure no. 3. Coronado BO at 147.  The

Coronado NF failed to monitor the following allotments in either 1999, 2000 or both

years, in the Chiricahua EMA: (BIG BEND, BOSS, BRUNO, COCHISE HEAD, HUNT

CANYON, JACKWOOD, PINE, PRICE CANYON, SANDERS, STANFORD, WEST

WHITETAIL and WILLIE ROSE); in the Huachuca EMA: (CANELO, CRITTENDON,

FARRELL, HARSHAW, JOE'S SPRING, LEWIS, LONE MOUNTAIN-PARKER

CANYON, LYLE CANYON, MANILA, McFARLAND, OAK BAR, O'DONNELL,

PAPAGO-Z TRIANGLE, SAN RAFAEL, SANTA CRUZ, SAWTELLE, SYCAMORE,

U-D and WEILAND); and in the Santa Rita EMA: (AGUA CALIENTE, ALTO, BOX

CANYON, DEBAUD, FORT, GARDNER, GREATERVILLE, HELVETIA, McBETH,

OAK TREE, PROCTOR, SQUAW GULCH and  TEMPORAL.)  The FWS concluded

that grazing on all the aforementioned allotments would adversely affect the LESSER

LONG NOSED BAT. Coronado BO at 128-129.  By failing to monitor these allotments

throughout the grazing season, the Coronado NF has violated terms and conditions of the

incidental take statement for the LESSER LONG NOSED BAT, and therefore re-

initiation of formal consultation over impacts to LESSER LONG-NOSED BAT by
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livestock grazing on each of those allotments is required under the ESA and its

implementing regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16. 

(The Little Colorado River Spinedace)

47.   The LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE is a fish species endemic to the Little

Colorado River basin. It was listed as threatened in 1987 with critical habitat designated in

East Clear Creek.  Livestock grazing negatively impacts this fish by habitat degradation

through altered stream flow, reduced water quality and watershed modification. Region 3

BO at 14.

48.  For the BUCK SPRINGS allotment on the Coconino National Forest the FWS stated that

authorized "incidental take of the Little Colorado River Spinedace from the proposed

[grazing] action will be considered to be exceeded if... ecological conditions do not

continue to improve under the proposed livestock management.  Improving conditions can

be defined through improvements in watershed, soil condition, trend and condition of

rangelands... in the East Clear Creek watershed."  As of December 1, 2000, in response to

Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests, the Coconino National Forest had produced no documents that

record such mandated improvements.  To the contrary, an undated survey of "Proper

Functioning Condition" (PFC) of the riparian areas in the East Clear Creek watershed

found that 40% of the watershed was not in PFC.  The "Buck Springs Range Allotment

Existing Soil and Watershed Condition" statement dated February 1999 found 45% of

streams "at risk" or "nonfunctional."  The "East Clear Creek Watershed Recovery

Strategy" dated September 1999 did not record any improvements in condition.
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49. The FWS also stated that an assessment of LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE

habitat must be completed by Sept 30, 2000 on the BUCK SPRINGS allotment as a

mandatory condition to implement reasonable and prudent measure number 2 ("Reduce

direct impacts to stream courses and aquatic habitats from livestock management

activities.") Region 3 BO at 72.  In response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA requests Defendant has

produced no documentation of this required report.

50. Failure to show improvements in watershed conditions and failure to produce the required

fish habitat study for the BUCK SPRINGS allotment violates terms and conditions of the

incidental take statement for the LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE, and re-

initiation of formal consultation over impacts to this species by livestock grazing on the

BUCK SPRINGS allotment is therefore required under the ESA and its implementing

regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16.

(The Razorback Sucker)

51. The RAZORBACK SUCKER is a species of fish endemic to the Colorado River Basin.  It

was listed as endangered in 1991.  Livestock grazing negatively impacts these fish by

"disturbance and degradation of areas necessary for spawning, nursery, rearing. feeding

and resting." Region 3 BO at 158.

52. For the HICKS-PIKE'S PEAK allotment on the Tonto National Forest (Tonto NF) the

FWS stated that "incidental take of the Razorback Sucker from the proposed [grazing]

action will be considered to be exceeded if... ecological conditions do not continue to
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improve under the proposed livestock management.  Improving conditions can be defined

through improvements in watershed, soil condition, trend and condition of rangelands... in

the Salt River watershed."  As of December 12, 2000, in response to Plaintiffs’ FOIA

requests, the Tonto NF had produced no documents that record such improvements.

53.  The FWS further stated that the Tonto NF must assess allotment capacity by September

30, 2000 on the HICKS-PIKE'S PEAK allotment as a mandatory condition to implement

reasonable and prudent measure number 1 ("Actions will be taken to improve ecological

condition.") Region 3 BO at 163.  As of December 12, 2000, no such report had been

produced. 

54.  The FWS further stated that "[a]ll monitoring ... and reporting of the effectiveness of the

Terms and Conditions shall be completed annually, and submitted to the Arizona

Ecological Services Field Office at least 30 days prior to the issuance of the Annual

Operating Plan" for the HICKS-PIKE'S PEAK allotment.  Region 3 BO at 165.  As of

December 12, 2000, no such report had been produced. 

55. Failure to show improvements in watershed conditions and failure to produce required

reports to FWS for the HICKS-PIKE'S PEAK allotment violate terms and conditions of

the incidental take permit for the RAZORBACK SUCKER.  Re-initiation of formal

consultation over impacts to this species from livestock grazing on the HICKS-PIKE'S

PEAK allotment is required under the ESA and its implementing regulations. 50 C.F.R. §

402.16.



1. The cactus ferruginous pygmy owl’s critical habitat designation was recently
struck down by the Federal District Court of Arizona on the grounds that the FWS failed to
adequately consider the economic impacts of the designation. National Assn of Homebuilders et al
v. Norton et. al., Civ No. 00-0903 PHX SRB (D. Ariz. Sept. 21, 2001).  On remand the FWS
must take such economic concerns into account when reevaluating the species’ critical habitat.
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(The Cactus Ferruginous Pygmy Owl)

56.  The CACTUS FERRUGINOUS PYGMY OWL is a ferruginous pygmy-owl subspecies

endemic to the Sonoran Desert. It was listed as endangered March 10, 1997 (62 FR

10730) and critical habitat was designated in southern and central Arizona on December

30, 1998 (63 FR 71820).1  They are known to hunt in riparian woodlands, mesquite

woodland, and Sonoran desert-scrub and require nesting holes in large trees or columnar

cacti such as saguaro.  According to FWS, "Direct results of livestock grazing include

removal of vegetative cover and trampling of grass and brush.  Indirect or delayed effects

of grazing include altered forage composition, reduced vigor of plants, and accelerated

soil erosion resulting in a reduction of land productivity.  Long-term effects of heavy

grazing often result in vegetative changes toward more xeric conditions." Coronado BO at

193.

57.   FWS concluded that livestock grazing would not jeopardize the owl and no incidental take

would likely occur if certain mitigation measures were implemented. Coronado BO at 207. 

One such mitigation measure was that "[u]tilization levels will be limited to 30 percent" in

habitat for the owl on portions of certain allotments below 4000 feet in elevation. Id. at

206.
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58.  The RINCON-AGUA VERDE allotment on the Coronado NF was identified as an

allotment with habitat for the owl and a "not-likely to adversely affect" finding was made

predicated on a maximum of 30% utilization in portions of the allotment below 4000 ft.

Id. at 94.  In 1999 however, monitoring data revealed 70% utilization on this allotment. 

In response to Plaintiffs’s FOIA requests seeking documentation of the utilization levels in

2000, the Defendant failed to provide any reports or other indications that grazing

utilization levels had dropped below 30%.

59. Pygmy owl habitat was also identified on the SAMANIEGO allotment on the Coronado

NF.  According to the Coronado BO at p. 201, “The Forest Service determined that two

allotments (SAMANIEGO RIDGE, BELLOTA) are likely to adversely affect the CFPO in

the short term and one allotment (REDINGTON PASS) in the long term because : 1)

livestock grazing is authorized in what is believed to be unsurveyed suitable habitat; 2)

allowable use levels are in excess of 30%; and 3) livestock gathering activities occur in

what is thought to be unsurveyed suitable habitat between January 1 and June 30.”  In a

memo dated 3/21/00 obtained by FOIA request, Coronado NF wildlife biologist Thomas

Skinner recorded his observation of livestock damage to the Cherry Spring on the

SAMANIEGO allotment, and to “watershed and wildlife habitat.”  Skinner also recorded

that in the previous year (1999) the 30% allowable grazing use level was exceeded during

the pygmy owl breeding season.

60. Continued excess utilization on the RINCON-AGUA VERDE and SAMANIEGO

allotments, in violation of the express mitigation commitments in the Coronado BO,

presents new information concerning the effects of the action which requires
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reconsideration of the original “no jeopardy” finding in the Coronado BO.  Under these

circumstances, Defendant has a duty to re-initiate formal consultation with FWS for the

RINCON-AGUA VERDE and SAMANIEGO allotments pursuant to ESA and its

implementing regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16.

(The Huachuca Water Umbel)

61.  The HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL is a semi-aquatic plant native to the San Pedro and 

Santa Cruz Rivers.  It was listed as an endangered species on January 6, 1997, and critical

habitat was designated on the upper San Pedro River and in other areas of the Huachuca

Mountains, San Rafael Valley and Sonoita Creek on July 12, 1999. Coronado BO at 229. 

"Livestock grazing can affect the umbel through trampling and changes in stream

hydrology and loss of stream bank stability." Id. at 236.

62.  FWS found that grazing on the LONE MOUNTAIN, MANILA and PAPAGO allotments

on the Coronado NF would not jeopardize the Huachuca Water Umbel or result in

adverse modification of the species’ critical habitat. Coronado BO at 245.  These findings

were based on a review of the Defendant’s proposed action which included measures that

would ensure that forage utilization in general would not exceed 45% on the LONE

MOUNTAIN, MANILA and PAPAGO allotments. Coronado BO at 40, 42, 80.  Forage

utilization was 60% on the MANILA allotment in 1999.  Forage utilization limits were

exceeded by 20 percent on the LONE MOUNTAIN and PAPAGO allotments in the same

year.  In response to a FOIA request from Plaintiffs requesting monitoring data regarding

these allotments in 2000, Defendant produced no documents or other information.
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63. The Coronado BO clearly considers the required monitoring, which the Defendant has

failed to undertake, to be the source of data necessary to determine whether the

HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL populations are responding to the proposed action as

predicted in the effects analysis in the BO.  Coronado BO at 245-246.  A determination of

whether the proposed action is affecting the species or its critical habitat in a manner or to

an extent not previously considered, therefore requiring re-initiation of consultation with

the FWS, is to be made based on the data which Defendant has failed to produce as a

result of its failure to conduct the required monitoring. Id.

64. Excess utilization on the LONE MOUNTAIN, MANILA and PAPAGO allotments

represents a significant departure from the action originally described and analyzed for

ESA compliance in the Coronado BO.  Given this significant change, and the Defendant’s

failure to monitor, the earlier findings that the proposed action would not jeopardize the

HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL or adversely modify that species’ critical habitat are no

longer credible.  Under these circumstances, Defendant has a duty to re-initiate formal

consultation with FWS for these allotment pursuant to ESA and its implementing

regulations. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16

V. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

CLAIM ONE
VIOLATION OF THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

[Failure to Reinitiate Consultation]

65. Each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 64 are incorporated herein by

reference.
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66. The Defendant has failed to comply with mandatory terms and conditions of incidental

take statements issued by FWS pursuant to the ESA at 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4)(iv) for

take of the threatened or endangered GILA TOPMINNOW, LESSER LONG NOSED

BAT, LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE, and RAZORBACK SUCKER.

67. The Defendant has also failed to implement integral mitigation measures presented as part

of the proposed actions found not to jeopardize the CACTUS FERRUGINOUS PYGMY

OWL and the HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL.

68. Despite Defendant’s failure to comply with the mandatory terms and conditions of the

four relevant incidental take statements, and despite the failure to implement portions of

the proposed actions relating to mitigation of impacts on two species, Defendant has failed

to re-initiate consultation with the FWS, in violation of the ESA at 16 U.S.C. §

1536(a)(2), 50 C.F.R. § 402.16.  Re-initiation of consultation is required to ensure that the

effects of  grazing on said allotments do not result in unauthorized take of these protected

species or jeopardize the continued existence of those species.  The Defendant’s failure to

re-initiate consultation is arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise not in accordance with law, in

violation of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(1)(C), and the APA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706.

CLAIM TWO

VIOLATION OF THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

[Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources]

69.  Each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 68 are incorporated herein by

reference.
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70. To the extent that authorizing, implementing, managing, permitting, and directing grazing

on the identified allotments on the Coconino, Coronado and Tonto National Forests

pending completion of consultation with the FWS over the impacts of grazing on said

allotments to the CACTUS FERRUGINOUS PYGMY OWL, GILA TOPMINNOW,

HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL, LESSER LONG NOSED BAT, LITTLE COLORADO

RIVER SPINEDACE, and RAZORBACK SUCKER, is resulting in an irreversible and

irretrievable commitment of resources, the Defendant is violating Section 7(d) of the ESA 

at 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d) and its implementing regulations.  Re-initiation of consultation is

required in light of the Defendant’s failure to comply with the mandatory terms and

conditions imposed to insure that the authorized level of incidental take of each of these

species is not exceeded, and other required mitigation measures.  Those ongoing actions

of the Defendant’s which are not in compliance with the mandatory terms and conditions

regulating livestock grazing on the identified allotments, and which are proceeding in the

absence of required mitigation measures, constitute an irreversible and irretrievable

commitment of resources which has the effect of foreclosing the formulation or

implementation of reasonable and prudent alternative measures that would not violate

Section 7(a)(2).  The Defendant’s ongoing actions are arbitrary, capricious, or otherwise

not in accordance with law, in violation of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(1)(C), and the

APA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706.
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VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this court enter judgment providing the

following relief:

1. A declaration that Defendant UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE is in violation of the

ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4)(iv), and its implementing regulations, 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(i),

by failing to comply with the mandatory terms and conditions accompanying the cited

incidental take statements with respect to the authorized incidental take of GILA

TOPMINNOW, LESSER LONG NOSED BAT, LITTLE COLORADO RIVER

SPINEDACE, and RAZORBACK SUCKER;

2. A declaration that Defendant UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE is in violation of the

ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2), by failing to implement required mitigation measures which

formed integral components of the proposed action found not to jeopardize the CACTUS

FERRUGINOUS PYGMY OWL and the HUACHUCA WATER UMBEL;

3. A declaration that Defendant UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE is in violation of the

ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2) and its implementing regulations, 50 C.F.R. §§ 402.14(i)(4),

402.16, by failing to re-initiate consultation with the FWS on the impacts of livestock

grazing on the allotments listed in Exhibit 1 on the Coconino, Coronado and Tonto

National Forests, on the threatened or endangered GILA TOPMINNOW, LESSER

LONG NOSED BAT, LITTLE COLORADO RIVER SPINEDACE, RAZORBACK

SUCKER, CACTUS FERRUGINOUS PYGMY OWL and HUACHUCA WATER

UMBEL, in light of the failure to comply with the mandatory terms and conditions
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imposed to insure that the authorized level of incidental take of those species is not

exceeded, and the failure to implement mitigation measures integral to the proposed

actions found not to jeopardize the species;

4. A declaration that Defendant UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE is in violation of

Section 7(d) of the ESA at 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d) by irreversibly and irretrievably

committing resources, effectively foreclosing the formulation or implementation of

reasonable and prudent alternatives, through the allowance of continued livestock grazing

on said allotments on the Coconino, Coronado and Tonto National Forests pending the

completion of the required consultation procedures;

5. A declaration that Defendant’s failure to comply with the mandatory terms and conditions

of the subject incidental take statements, failure to comply with other mitigation measures,

failure to re-initiate consultation with FWS based on these violations of the fundamental

underpinnings of the FWS’s ESA analysis of the Defendant’s grazing practices, and any

continued actions which are resulting in an irreversible or irretrievable commitment of

resources before completing the required consultations with the FWS are arbitrary,

capricious, and not in accordance with procedures required by law, in violation of the

APA at 5 U.S.C. § 706.

6. Injunctive relief requiring the Defendant to take the necessary actions to re-initiate and

complete consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service over the impacts of

livestock grazing on the identified allotments so as to ensure that such continued grazing,

in light of the Defendant’s failure to comply with the identified mandatory terms and

conditions and mitigation measures, is not violating the ESA.
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7. Injunctive relief, pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2), precluding the Defendant from

authorizing, carrying out, or continuing any ongoing grazing on the identified allotments

unless and until the Defendant complies with its statutory obligation to re-initiate

consultation with the FWS, and thereafter, pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d), precluding

similar activities through the completion of the required consultation process to the extent

that such activities are causing, or will cause, irreversible or irretrievable commitments of

resources that would have the effect of “foreclosing the formulation or implementation of

any reasonable and prudent alternatives measures” which would not violate the Act;

8. An order awarding Plaintiffs their costs of litigation, including reasonable attorney fees as

provided by the Endangered Species Act 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(4); and

9. Such other relief as the court deems just and proper.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, October ___, 2001

____________________
Geoff Hickcox CO Atty # 26942
Kenna & Hickcox, P.C.
679 East 2nd Ave., Suite 11B
Durango, CO  81301
(970) 382-5902
Attorney for Plaintiffs Center for Biological Diversity and
Forest Guardians
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EXHIBIT 1:  Forests and allotments at issue.

FOREST ALLOTMENTSPECIES
Coconino Buck springsLittle colorado river spinedace
Coronado Bear valleyLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado AguacalienteLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Alisos- Sierra TordillaLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado AltoLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado BellotaLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Big BendLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado BossLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Box canyonLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado BrunoLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado CaneloLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Cochise headLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado CrittendenGila topminnow
Coronado CrittendonLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado DebaudLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Deer creekLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Dragoon Lesser long-nosed bat
Coronado FarrellLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado FortLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado GardnerLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado GreatervilleLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado HarshawLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado HelvetiaLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado HorseshoeLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Hunt canyonLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado JackwoodLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Joe's springLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado LewisLesser long-nosed bat

Coronado
Lone Mountain-Parker
CanyonHuachuca water umbel

Coronado
Lone Mountain-Parker
CanyonLesser long-nosed bat

Coronado Lower Rucker canyonLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Lyle canyonLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado ManilaHuachuca water umbel
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FOREST ALLOTMENTSPECIES
Coronado ManilaLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado McBethLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado McFarlandLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Oak barLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Oak treeLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado O'DonnellLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Papago-Z triangleHuachuca water umbel
Coronado Papago-Z triangleGila topminnow
Coronado Papago-Z triangleLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado ParadiseLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado PineLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Price canyonLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado ProctorLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Rincon-Agua VerdeCactus ferruginous pygmy owl
Coronado Rincon-Agua VerdeLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado SamaniegoLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado San RaphaelGila topminnow
Coronado San RaphaelLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado SandersLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Santa CruzLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado SawtelleLesser long-nosed bat

Gila t
Lesser long-nosed bat

Coronado Squaw gulchLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado StanfordLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado SycamoreLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado TemporalLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado U-DLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado WeilandLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado West WhitetailLesser long-nosed bat
Coronado Willie RoseLesser long-nosed bat
Tonto Hicks-Pike's peakRazorback sucker


